Abstract
Introduction
As researchers and engineers we are always eager to develop new building blocks. All of us have a considerable tendency towards developing new architectures and services. This might make us overlook many cases when the tools readily available suffice to reach the new goals, and there is no need for the new architecture or service.
We asked ourselves if that was the case, at least in part, with pervasive computing environments. We tried to build a pervasive environment for smart spaces [15, 14] out of the tools we had, and we found we mostly can. For the purpose of this paper, we consider a computing environment to be "pervasive" if it integrates services that operate on the physical environment and supports environment automation, context handling, multiple I/O devices, and the like. A demonstration video of the resulting environment can be found at http://lsub.org.
In this paper we describe what we have done to Plan 9 [12] to use it as a pervasive computing platform. Our approach uses no middleware and does not introduce new abstractions into the system. We implement the new services using userlevel file servers, following the Plan 9 design. Applications can access them using the file system interface. We have also experimented with the extraction of context information [9] and have used our platform to build several context-aware applications that go from automation of the physical environment down to a new who utility. In what follows, section 2 describes the pervasive environment we built. Section 3 discusses some important issues like scalability, naming, interoperability, type checking and protection. Section 4 shows some applications developed by us that use the new environment. In section 5 we mention some problems yet to be solved. The lessons we learned are shown in section 6. Section 7 compares our approach to some related work. We conclude and state our plans for future work in section 8.
Plan 9 from Bell Labs
Our main tool is Plan 9 from Bell Labs [12] . It is an Operating System built on the 90s that runs on many platforms going from Intel based PCs to iPAQ Pocket PCs. Its central idea is exporting all resources to the network as if they were files. The system is built upon these principles:
• Everything is a file. Almost all system resources are provided as if they were files. For example, processes are killed and debugged by using files. The audio device is represented by a couple of files, one that represents the volume level, and one that represents the output device for audio data. The same applies to windows, network connections, etc.
• All files are accessible remotely. The system speaks a network file system protocol, 9P [12] , to operate on remote files. For the system user, there is no difference between local and remote files.
• Each application has its own name space. Each process can customize its name space (eg. what in UNIX would be its mount table) according to its needs. There is a per-process mount table that permits a process to select which resources are mounted on which names [13] .
The combination of the first two principles provides a simple to use distributed system. Together, they mean that all resources can be used from somewhere else in the network. The last principle provides for customizability of the environment.
The URJC Systems Lab's Smart Space
The Systems Lab's smart space is a prototype environment that comprises most of our offices and several common spaces like for example our mail and meeting rooms. Our environment includes devices like electronic whiteboards, touch screens, and X10 controlled power switches used to control lights and power sources for computers. Some of the rooms include motion detectors. Besides, the mail room has a camera that is used to detect the presence of (real world) mail in the mail boxes. Using these devices, we have integrated our computing system and our physical environment. For example, some of the users that use to listen to music at high volume levels, have automated their environment to get their volume output level lowered while they are being visited. In the same way, their audio devices get muted when nobody is listening. Lights and other devices like touch screens have been automated too.
Unlike other smart environments, ours is not at a separate laboratory, nor is being used just for meetings. Our environment is in production at our offices and common spaces and we are using it daily. The same computing system that manages our environment is being used at our laptops, at home, to give lectures, to do research and, of course, to implement further services. The system is made of machines running Plan 9, Windows, and Linux. The machines go from servers and desktop systems down to iPAQ pocket PCs. We do not use custom made hardware, all the devices in use are available from the industry. 1 We focus on a few examples in order to better describe the Plan 9 approach (i.e., everything is a file) and how we built our smart space along the same line. The following sections describe our X10 and context services. Remaining system services have been developed along the same lines. 1 We are also in the process of integrating mobile phones as general purpose terminals for our environment. 
Integrating the Physical Environment and Plan 9: The X10 service
We use X10 (see www.x10.org) to control power sources and lights. Regarding power switching, all we need is to be able to check the status of each power source and to be able to change it. For motion detection we need just to be able to check the status of each sensor. Therefore, although the two services considered are different (power switching and presence detection), their behavior is similar enough that we use a single program to integrate them into the system. Being Plan 9 users, it was obvious for us that a good way to provide the X10 service is by means of a file system. The new file system services a flat directory with a (synthesized on demand) file per X10 device. A device status can be accessed by reading its file. It can be updated by writing to its file. This means that both users and programmers can rely on the well-understood file system interface to operate the new service. Should we have provided the service by using distributed components or a middleware layer, accessing the service would have been more complicated, and interoperability would be worse. Most machines, if not all, know how to access files remotely; But not all machines know how to access a service through a particular middleware or component technology.
The interface for the resulting service is very simple. Each file appears to contain either the string on or off depending on the status of the corresponding device. For a motion detector, we assume that on means a positive detection, and off a negative one. A device is switched on by writing the string on to its file. It is switched off by writing off, instead.
The overall architecture is shown in figure 1 . A program called x10/fs speaks the Plan 9 remote file system protocol, 9P, to export the file system interface for a CM11 controller (It has 1188 lines of C code to implement the file system and 921 more lines for the CM11 driver.) Applications mount the file system from the network on a place of their choosing. They use its files to check or set the status of the power source devices and the motion detectors. Any device that can mount the file system can now access the X10 services. Of course, this also applies to mobile devices. Any program that has the file system mounted becomes a potential client. Any client can check and change the status for X10 devices (e.g., switch on a terminal) given it has permission.
Context Handling
The context-awareness "framework" we use is simply a set of directories. Our main file server includes a series of directories where context information is to be placed, so that no other file system needs to be mounted to access context. Nevertheless, we also have small file systems to keep context for mobile devices and people. They are similar to ram based file systems used for temporary storage. Such file systems are handy while outside of our smart space; i.e., while disconnected at home or while we are in the subway. Figure 2 shows a typical context hierarchy. Users have a directory (one for each user) for their relevant context information. Each piece of context for a user is represented by a file in its context directory. For example, /who/user/where is a file that contains the last known location for user, and status is a file that contains a descriptive string about the user status (eg. busy or idle). Each place has also a directory that contains its context information. As examples of context information for places we can mention the file who, which contains one line per user known to be at the space, and also visit, which contains either yes or no depending on the answer to"Are there humans present in the space other than its owner(s)? Finally, things (including devices and services) also have their own context directory. For example, the context directory for an audio device includes a owner file containing the device's owner; there is also a volume file containing the device output volume level desired by the owner.
The context information stored is not assumed to be accurate, it is as accurate as the tools used to extract it from somewhere else in the system. The set of tools used to extract, merge, and use context information is still growing. It includes tiny shell scripts as well as more complex C programs. It is important to note how we can also use simple programs like the UNIX echo or the Windows Notepad to update our context information or to turn off the lights.
Users and space administrators are free to run whichever tools they see that fit to extract and use context. The different tools work together using the file system to exchange information. This works very much like the UNIX environment did time ago, by combining simple programs to perform complex tasks. Therefore, we do not have to use one solution for all the problems, and users can customize how the system extracts and uses context on their behalf.
How Does This Approach Work?
We do not use any standard middleware technology for interoperability, yet we are able to interoperate with all the machines we know about. The reason is that most devices already knew how to use remote files. This includes Windows, Linux, Plan 9, and Symbian running on Intel PCs, PowerPCs, Strong Arm Pocket PCs, and mobile phones.
The new services for pervasive computing provide file interfaces to actuate on them and to check their status. They are exported through a particular network file system protocol, and it might seem that it is necessary to speak that protocol to access them. However, what is important is that files can be accessed through the protocol spoken by the client machine. Besides 9P, our servers speak CIFS [10] , NFS, and HTTP. Therefore, most machines can operate on the files used to provide the new services. Moreover, by using intermediate machines that speak protocols not supported by Plan 9 (e.g., bluetooth file sharing [1] ), we can interoperate with even more machines. Note how this approach permits the immediate integration of other platforms.
We use file names to name devices. Instead of using the naming scheme of the technology used, the names used are meaningful to humans. For example, X10 devices do not have location information yet a user can find out which X10 devices are at room 136, or which ones of the devices at room 136 are switched off:
; 9fs x10 # mounts the X10 file servers ; ls -l /n/x10/ * 136 * --rw-r-----t 0 nemo 16:14 /n/x10/pwr:136term --rw-r--r--t 0 nemo 16:14 /n/x10/pwr:136light --r--r--r--t 0 nemo 16:14 /n/x10/who:136 ; grep off /n/x10/ * 136 * /n/x10/pwr:136light: off It is worth noting how a simple file list command or a file explorer can show the devices, without relying on ad-hoc browsers, or plug-ins.
Complex data is modeled by a hierarchy of files, and not by a file on its own. This means that to exchange complex data "types", we exchange file hierarchies. An example can be found in our GUI service, that relies on file hierarchies to exchange, move, and combine graphical user interfaces between different types of machines and displays. Although a discussion of this service is outside the scope of this paper, we can say that it represents graphical widgets by files, and compound widgets (eg. menus) by directories. A typical user interface is built by creating a file hierarchy on a GUI file server. The file server creates widgets and implements them.
Because we use a file system to export the X10 devices to the computer system, we have protection mostly solved. Authentication is performed when mounting the X10 file system as it happens to our main file systems. For authorization and access control, we rely on file permissions: file ownership is assigned to represent device ownership, and file permissions are used to perform access control. For example, Katia, who owns room 127, can execute this to disallow others to access the motion detector in her room:
chmod o-r /n/x10/who:127
Problems to be solved
The main problem is adaptation to changes in the environment. In particular, Plan 9 keeps network connections between clients and servers, and the servers are state-full. One problem is to maintain the list of things that clients can (or should) mount, since the list changes depending on the environment. For example, which X10 servers are the ones that a client machine should mount? Addressing this problem requires a resource discovery service and some means to specify which preferences each user or application has about resources. Fortunately, Plan B (a research system that we built) addresses these problems. You can refer to [3] both for a description of Plan B and to see how we have incorporated its mechanisms into Plan 9 to get a system that adapts to changes.
Lessons learned
The biggest lesson we learned is one we already knew (but somehow forgot) from UNIX. It is the combination of multiple (usually tiny) applications what makes the services useful. Most of the applications are in fact made by the users and were not envisioned when the services were installed. Existing tools are combined by means of the shell and other system facilities, to yield new tools. This is what made UNIX powerful, when compared to other systems of the epoch. We are just following this approach for the new environments that we have now. What makes the service really useful is the ability to integrate it with the rest of the system without forcing the user to employ complex programs or tools. Middleware is good to experiment, but it is not so good to provide system services. For example, we were amused to find out that by exporting our X10 file system through CIFS, the Windows notepad could be used to check and change the status of X10 devices. Of course the notepad was developed without that usage in mind! This would not happen if the service had been exported through complex J2SE and XML based interfaces.
We have also found that it is important for the system to provide just the mechanisms and not the policies. For the services discussed in the paper we provided the mechanisms, the policies were implemented by user programs. Different policies were used by different users in a natural way, without having to change the software that provided the service.
Related work
The main difference between our approach and other ones is that we use existing system services as tools to provide the new services. Due to the lack of space, we mention here only the most representative related work, and focus on the main differences.
There are many other systems, like Speakeasy [5] , Ninja [7] , Gaia [15] , Globe [17] , and One.World [8] that rely heavily on middleware as the means to implement and distribute their services. A big difference between middleware based systems and the approach shown in this paper is that we use well-known and well-understood distributed file system technology. An important consequence is that we interoperate with any system able to exchange or to remotely access files. Unlike in middleware based approaches, ours permits a native Windows or Symbian applications to access the new services just by using the file system interface. For example, Gaia had to introduce a scripting tool [15] to simplify the use of their system, we can use the OS shell.
Many systems improved distributed file systems to add features like multimedia services [4] , disconnected operation [11] , etc. Unlike Plan 9 [12] , none of them tried to use such interfaces as the primary interface for all the system services. On the other hand, using Plan 9 for pervasive computing was unexplored before our work.
There is plenty of work about how to use XML and related markup languages to exchange data and support interoperation. See for example [6, 2] . The main difference between our work and them is that we use text based interfaces from the beginning. Our hierarchies are provided by the file system, not by the language tags. Furthermore, they usually focus on how to adapt one kind of data to another, and we are focusing instead on how to export and use the new services required for a pervasive computing environment.
WebOS [16] is close to our approach in that they tried to use a file system, the Web, to provide all necessary system services. However, their system is designed for large scale and not for a departmental service. It is also unclear what is their implementation status and how they would allow to program distributed applications. We could have used a web based interface. However, that does not solve problems like authentication, access control, and synchronization. Using a file system interface solves all of them.
Last but not least, one difference between our system and other approaches is that ours is both our research platform and the system we use for daily work. Other systems are either used to carry out the daily tasks, or as a research platform. As far as we know, they are not able to serve for both tasks. In [3] we show a more in depth description of our system, that can better support this claim.
Conclusions and future work
Files are powerful, specifically when they are used for devices and not for data on a disk. Tiny programs each one performing a single job well, together with means to combine them, can be more powerful than big software frameworks. They are simple to implement, easy to use, and need no further system services. Maybe we should, at least for some cases, reconsider the UNIX lesson instead of relying on complex middlewares exhibiting XML, JXTA, and other technologies in the main stream.
Middleware is good to provide add-ons that cannot be provided otherwise, but as we have shown, that is not the case for the services discussed in this paper. Furthermore, middleware systems introduce more complexity, and this has an impact in battery, processor, and memory consumption. We plan to study the difference in this respect between our approach and a representative one for middleware based systems.
We have just completed the implementation of an hybrid between Plan B and Plan 9, that we confusingly call Plan B 3rd edition [3] . This new prototype, as we said, addresses the problems of the approach described in this paper. In the near future we will continue using it, to learn from the experience. We are also installing in-door location systems and further devices. By following our approach, we expect all such services to be easy to integrate into the system, and easy to use.
